
ROAD MASTER’S REPORT 
For the month of June 2023 Roadwork: 

 

1. Removed reservation signs at the pavilions  

2. Cleaned off boat ramp and dug out the end, filled edges 

3. Put calcium on dirt section of parking area at boat access 

4. Mowed post, Hickory, Fall Run, Grimes, Red Rock, Hillside.  Also weed 

trimmed pipes, signs, guide rails in these areas. 

5. Weed trimmed Mercur and Grimes intersection for visibility (coming out 

of Grimes) 

6. Emptied trash at pavilions and blew off pavilions twice weekly 

7. Two trees fell near 605 Hillside.  Cut up and cleaned right of way 

8. Heavy rain had leaf jams on Old Saw Mill, Rowe, Glen.  Used backhoe to 

clean up and shoveled out pipes that were plugged 

9. Cleaned off Glen Road at Hilfigure Drive.  Road was covered with gravel 

from heavy rain 

10. Weed trimmed bamboo on Dry Run that was leaning on to road 

11. Pond Hill Cemetery drive had a big tree down.  Cut and cleaned right of 

way. 

12. Cut all low limbs on Spencer with pole saw 

13. Grate at turn around on Pringle was plugged.  Cleaned off and weed 

trimmed around pipe and fire hydrant 

14. Met with our PA DOT rep.  Went to roads being done this year and 

marked start and stop locations for chip & 2a 

15. Trees fell on Claverack above Glen.  Used backhoe and cleaned off the 

roadway   

16. Mowed YHEC 

17. Weed trimmed along Rt 187 from access road to bridge that mower could 

not reach 

18. Weed trimmed along snow fence on our Laning Creek property 

19. Installed 4 temporary signs on each road, PA AVE & East at rt 6 that say 

“Road Closed” and “Local Traffic Only”  per engineer until project is 

finished. 



20. Weed trimmed medians at Plaza traffic signals 

21. Took 8 cones to new walking trails to try to keep people from driving on 

them and had MR Dirt block off Kayak ramp with machine 

22. Cut limbs at Old Sawmill and Laning Creek intersection to make stop sign 

visable 

23. Cut some trees out of Dry Run stream, more to be cut 

24. Met with Jason Snyder from LTAP om our bridges did some 

measurements and talked over products to use 

25. Cut fallen tree up on Dry Run at township line 

26. Cleaned ditch out on Hillside below Gordan 

27. Cleaned ditch and pipes out on PA Ave (upper) 

28. Weed trimmed and cut back bushes at Vine & PA Ave intersection 

29. Cleaned black top ditch out on Lundy 

30. Had a sink hole in our 1766 Hillside property.  Filled with berm dirt 

31. Traffic signal at Rt 187 & Rt 6 in front of Franklins insurance was hit & 

broken.  Turned in to state police incident report # PA2023-850486 

32. Weed trimmed Glen bridge and around landscape rocks 

33. Weed trimmed guide rails on Harmony Hill 

34. Mowed our Laning Creek property 

35. On sit of PA Ave & East St project for compaction until not needed 

36.  

 

Tucks and Equipment: 

1. Changed oil, oil filter and fuel filter on tractor 

2. Changed all flails and saved most bushings on mower used 

neverseiz 

3. Repaired lower-inner flail mount on mower.  Needed to be bent 

back and welded 

4. Sharpened all chain saws 

5. Took A/C condenser off tractor and cleaned radiator & condenser 

6. Replaced cabin air filters on tractor 

7. Washed tractor, truck 4 

8. Checked fluids and greased tractor before each use 

 



Office & Shop 

1 Installed new faucet in shop bathroom 

2 Made some hold downs for new trash cans at boat access 

project 

3 Scrubbed and pressure washed Wysox Twp office building and 

generator- a/c units 

 


